Discovery Accreditation
Share a common language and starting point
for developing all your employees
Strengthen resources in-house with people
who can deliver the Insights message and
incorporate this into your people
development programs.
The four-day Accreditation teaches
practitioners how to deliver Discovery
material in a participative and compelling
style, as well as gaining an in-depth
understanding of the Discovery Personal
Profile and how it is interpreted.
Accreditations are run semi-annually in
Calgary and Vancouver and across North
America.
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“After being initially resistant to the idea of
the Insights program, my CFO recently told
me it was the best money he had EVER
invested personally or professionally and
insisted that he hand-deliver the cheque.
Our leadership team reaps the benefits of
the investment every day in more efficient
meetings, improved collaboration, smoother
running projects, better client relations,
improved sales effectiveness, and most
importantly, a healthier bottom line.”
Ken Barnhart
CEO OCCAM Group

Discovery Accreditation
Would it be helpful to have people in-house who can deliver the
Insights message and incorporate this into your people
development programs?

Accreditation Objectives
•

Connect with why you are here
and what impact you can have
as a Discovery practitioner.

•

Know enough of the theory to
be amazing with Discovery.

•

Develop your facilitation and
coaching skills with Discovery
through experience, practice
and reflection.

•

Look at how you keep the
concepts alive and get started
on what else is possible with
Discovery.

•

Be inspired by the resources,
support and possibilities for
your ongoing development as
a Discovery practitioner.

Imagine if you had a common language and starting point for
developing all your employees.
The insights Discovery Accreditation
qualifies participants to use the
Insights Discovery learning system
and the Insights Discovery Personal
Profile as part of their in-house
learning and development solutions.
The four-day Accreditation looks in
depth at the Insights Discovery
system, the Jungian psychology that
underpins it, and how to apply this in
a practical way to meet specific
learning objectives.

The Insights Discovery Wheel

The Accreditation teaches
practitioners how to deliver Discovery
material in a participative and
compelling style, as well as gaining
an in-depth understanding of the
Discovery Personal Profile and how it
is interpreted.
At the end of the program,
participants will be confident and
competent in their skills and
knowledge to deliver Discovery
interventions within their organization.
If eight or more individuals from an
organization want Accreditation, the
program can be adapted for specific
customer needs and run internally at
a client-chosen venue.
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This four day program
has been approved.
for thirty (30) CHRP
recertification credits.

4

Discovery Theory – Just enough to be amazing with the
models, graphs and wheels
Preparing to Deliver – Unlock the magic in a Discovery
introduction

Delivering Discovery – Delivering the workshop and using the
profile to create breakthrough conversations

Applying Discovery – What’s next? Begin to explore the
potential of Discovery in your world.
Insights Discovery Accreditation sessions are usually over-subscribed.
If you plan on becoming Accredited, register early to avoid disappointment.
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